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Abstract Analysis and development techniques have played an important role in
information systems, providing support for developers in structuring and
directing tasks. They also provide cognitive support in collecting, collating,
analyzing, and representing information about system requirements and
attributes. However, by developing previous work further, in particular by
classifying techniques into six generic types and transcribing these onto
problem/solution space diagrams, this paper argues that by directing tasks and
dictating what and how information is collected and represented, techniques
can bias developers’ understanding of system requirements and attributes.

The 1984 IFIPWG8.2 conference showed how IS can be informed by
literature in our foundation disciplines. By drawing on the psychology
literature to develop a classification of techniques, this paper shows some of
the potential biases inherent in techniques. The classification is applied to
many techniques which have contributed to development activity. Through an
understanding of the conceptual blocks embedded in them, the paper hopes to
inform practice about the selection and mixing of development techniques.
More generally, the paper suggests a reexamination of our assumptions when
undertaking IS development.

The techniques that limit problem and solution scope most and also pro-
vide the most cognitive and conceptual biases are the more formal, objective
ones, and we recommend that less formal techniques are also used in practice.
Parallels can be drawn with the movement encouraging the use of qualitative
research approaches in IS research inspired by the 1984 conference. Research
methods and techniques also provide support in the form of directed tasks,
activities, guidance on data collection, analysis, and representation. Drawing
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on this parallel, it could be argued that quantitative, formal research ap-
proaches may introduce more conceptual biases than less formal qualitative,
approaches, and that the latter should be used instead of, or at least alongside,
quantitative approaches.

1 INTRODUCTION

Coincidently, around 20 years before the 1984 conference, another landmark event
covering the use of computer applications took place in Manchester: the National
Computing Centre (NCC) in the UK was formed with a mission to provide UK busi-
nesses and organizations with an understanding of how “to enable effective use of
information technology” (NCC 2001). The NCC started as a UK government organi-
zation to collect and disseminate best practice in computing among its members and
businesses. Part of this best practice covered the use of development methods and
techniques, in particular by advocating the systems development life cycle or the
waterfall model.

The best practice techniques included flow charts, decision tables, structure charts,
functional charts, flow diagrams, physical layout charts, grid charts, string diagrams,
relationship charts, and a variety of lists and formal documents and forms that systems
analysts could use to help capture and represent system attributes. These techniques were
the mainstay of traditional systems analysis as covered in many works at that time
(Condon and 1974; Couger and Knapp 1974; Daniels and Yeates 1971; FitzGerald
1981; Gane 1979; Kindred 1980; Lee 1979, 1984; Lott 1971; Senn 1989; Wetherbe
1979; Yeates 1973). Many of these development techniques had some diagrammatic
attributes as “it is usually easier and more intelligible to record identified procedures in
diagrammatic rather than in narrative form” (NCC 1978, p. 116).

Techniques have evolved, and this evolution has similarities with other evolutionary
processes. Many of the newer techniques were based on the earlier traditional
techniques, bringing out the good practices which seemed most appropriate to address
the current development environment of the time. However, sometimes newer techniques
are little more than renaming of older reincarnations. Other techniques have evolved into
something substantially different as the environment focus changes and best practice
develops to address that. Some even claim to be completely new varieties. However,
even new breeds usually have characteristics that share some visual or process attributes.
For instance, the early flow charts and flow diagrams identified as good practice by the
NCC have influenced the design of data flow diagrams.

These development techniques, and their reincarnations, have been very useful to
analysts and developers over the decades: they provide structure, direct tasks, and
provide cognitive tools with which systems analysts and developers can collect, collate,
analyze, and represent information about system requirements and attributes. These
techniques are usually seen in a positive light.

There is significant published research about the potential negative aspects of
using methodologies and tools (along with that discussing their potential
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benefits). Techniques, on the other hand, are seen largely as benign, very often
as simple aids to help carry out a task and are used in many methodologies.
They might be seen as supporting the collection, collation, analysis, repre-
sentation or communication of information about system requirements and
attributes (or a combination of these) (Adams and Avison 2003, p. 203).

Techniques are generally seen as providing neutral support for developers, enabling
them to learn about system requirements and deal with the many challenges of develop-
ment. However, as Adams and Avison (2003) show, the leading processes and framing
attributes of techniques can blinker systems analysts’ understanding of system require-
ments and attributes: “Techniques may provide barriers to problem cognition rather than
enlighten, and visual and linguistic influences may blinker perception in one direction”
(p. 217).

Each development technique has its own unique set of characteristics distinguishing
it from other techniques. Adams and Avison examined about 80 techniques and pro-
duced a two-dimensional classification based on visual/ language and paradigm/process
influences.

By classifying the characteristics of techniques, [we] indicate how different
types of technique are likely to influence problem cognition, and in doing so
[have] tried to map the framing effect of techniques. In truth, the discussion
of these framing effects has shown that they are complex and interwoven.
However, there are two continua that are striking. These are the degree of
openness of the approach and the degree to which the technique is rule based.
Our major classification places techniques, therefore, into one of four quad-
rants: prescriptive/ closed; prescriptive/open; non-prescriptive/closed; and
non-prescriptive/open....It should be a concern to information systems
developers that in our classification of over 80 techniques, over three-quarters
are found in the closed rather than open paradigm, suggesting that the vast
majority of techniques used in systems work have limited vision. Further, the
majority are also prescriptive, limiting perception by restricting the user to a
set of rules that should not be transgressed. When they are supported by tools,
these rules may be enforced on their users. Even when no tools are in use, these
rules are likely to be enforced as “standards” and transgressing them seen as
not acceptable (Adams and Avison 2003, p. 220).

One implication from the earlier work is that techniques may limit the scope of
understanding system requirements and attributes. The present paper develops this
concept further, drawing on works from psychology, in particular by looking at
conceptual blocks. To examine the scope of understanding, a classification of techniques
is developed based on attributes that affect the problem/solution space.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: First, works on conceptual blocks are
examined. Then relevant attributes of techniques are identified and used to classify
techniques. These groupings are considered in terms of problem and solution spaces.
The classification is then considered in terms of conceptual block and biases. The paper
concludes with a discussion about how this might inform practice.
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Table 1. Four Main Areas of Conceptual Blocks (Adapted from Adams 1987)

Perceptual Blocks
Seeing what you expect to see— stereo-
typing
Difficulty in isolating the problem
Tendency to delimit the problem area too
closely (that is, imposing too many con-
straints on the problem)
Inability to see the problem from various
viewpoints
Saturation (for example, disregarding
seemingly unimportant or less visible
aspects)
Failure to utilize all sensory inputs

Emotional Blocks
Fear of taking risks
No appetite for chaos
Judging rather than generating ideas
Inability to incubate ideas
Lack of challenge and excessive zeal
Lack of imagination

Cultural and Environmental Blocks
Cultural blocks could include:

Taboos
Seeing fantasy and reflection as a waste
of time
Seeing reasons, logic, numbers, utility,
practicality as good; and feeling, intui-
tion, qualitative judgments as bad

Regarding tradition as preferable to change
Environmental blocks could include:
Lack of cooperation and trust among
colleagues
Having an autocratic boss
Distractions

Intellectual and Expressive Blocks
Use of appropriate cognitive tools and
problem solving language

2 CONCEPTUAL BLOCKS

One of the key works on cognitive blocks is by Adams (1987), who identified four
main types, which are represented in Table 1.

Each of these potential blocks can be applied to technique attributes. For instance,
perceptual blocks may occur where a technique dictates activities that delimit the
problem area, impose constraints, or represent a problem from a particular viewpoint.
Emotional blocks may occur where a technique is prescriptive and limits the generation
of new ideas. Cultural and environmental blocks may occur where there are strong
paradigms or where there are strong traditional approaches to activity. Intellectual and
expressive blocks may occur where the technique uses inappropriate tools to capture or
represent system attributes.

Groth and Peters (1999), focusing on creative, innovative, and lateral thinking
perspectives, examined barriers to creative problem solving among managers. They
identify a long list of perceived barriers to creativity including fear of failure, lack of
confidence, environmental factors, fear of success and its consequences, fear of
challenge, routines, habits, paradigms, preconceived notions, rules, standards, tunnel
sight, internal barriers, structure, socialization, external barriers, money, rebellion, health
and energy, mood, attitudes, desire, and time. They grouped the perceived barriers into
self-imposed, professional environment, and environmentally imposed categories. Fear
of some sort seems to be a predominant barrier. This seems to imply that there will be
a natural tendency to use familiar techniques, not to move outside the scope of the
technique or the expected practice of the environment.
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To examine further how techniques may introduce conceptual blocks, we need to
examine the different attributes of techniques in greater detail. Adams and Avison
(2003) collated a list of technique attributes that may contribute to framing system
requirements, including

Visual attributes, for example, visual representation and structure of technique
output
Linguistic attributes, for example, terminology and language used—not just English
language, but also others such as mathematical and diagrammatical
Genealogy attributes, for example, history of techniques, related techniques
Process and procedure attributes, for example, description and order of tasks
People attributes, for example, roles of people involved in tasks
Goal attributes, for example, aims and focus of techniques
Paradigm attributes, for example, discourse, taken–for-granted elements, cultural
elements
Biases, for example, particular emphasis, items to consider, items not considered
Technique or application-specific attributes

Some of these characteristics of techniques are explicit, for instance where a
particular visual representation is prescribed. Other characteristics might be less
obvious, such as the underlying paradigm. Many of the characteristics are likely to be
interwoven, for instance the visual and linguistic attributes might be closely aligned with
the genealogy of a technique.

To bring together particular attributes of techniques we draw upon the approach
used by Waddington (1977) who discusses natural attributes for grouping items.
Waddington describes our basic, or natural, methods of ordering complex systems, the
most basic of which relies on identifying simple relationships, hierarchies, patterns, and
similarities of characteristics. Humans are good at looking for patterns and structure to
understand and interpret complex systems: Humans automatically group attributes of
a complex system into simpler constructs. The grouping process itself is a little sub-
jective and different people may naturally group techniques differently. For examining
the complex array of differing techniques, the focus was on attributes that may impact
problem understanding. Initially, the visual representation, process, and linguistic
attributes seemed the most appropriate for examining possible blocks to problem
understanding (i.e., by definingproblem representation, defining processes and language
to describe the problem arena). The grouping process started with examining the visual
attributes (i.e., presentation) of techniques bringing together techniques with similar
presentation characteristics. Then techniques with similar process attributes were
collated. Four main groups emerged, two of them based on visual presentation (di-
agrams or lists/matrices), and two of them based on process and language, one using
problem reducing terms and the other using brainstorming terms. The remaining
techniques fell into two further groups one looking at different future scenarios and
another dealing specifically with conflict situations. The resulting classifications are

3 CHARACTERISTICS OF TECHNIQUES
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(1) brainstorming approaches, (2) relationship approaches, (3) scenario approaches,
(4) reductionist approaches, (5) matrix approaches, and (6) conflict approaches. The
grouping process had a few iterations; for instance, initially the relationship approach
was split into two groups, one using more formal presentations than the other. An earlier
iteration of classification can be seen in Adams and Avison (2002). This grouping
process provides a starting point for examining underlying structures in techniques and
attributes that may affect problem and solution scoping for a technique.

“The future, it has been suggested, is a combination of the known and the
unknowable. The proportion of the latter tends to rise as the time-scale extends”
(Rosenhead 1992, p. 194). Techniques may be used to identify likely or desirable futures
and reduce these, increasing future possibilities to a manageable level. To represent the
scoping of how problems are addressed by a technique we use problem and solution
space diagrams, or “trumpet of uncertainty” diagrams (Rosenhead 1992, p. 200). The
problem and solution space diagrams look like a trumpet or cone where at the smaller
end is the current situation (problem, requirements, or our knowledge of those), and as
time progresses the total number of all possible situations expands exponentially,
represented by a wide bell shape at the other end. Applying a technique is effectively
trying to predict the future situation out of all possible future situations. This is
represented in Figure 1. Problem and solution diagrams are then applied to each of the
six groups.

The brainstorming approaches (Figure 2) perform similar brainstorming and lateral
thinking activities. Representations for brainstorming techniques vary, some containing
lists and others diagrams (e.g., a mind map). Brainstorming is often associated with
Edward de Bono (1970, 1977), who covered it as one of a set of lateral thinking
techniques, although there are earlier claims (e.g., Clark 1958). The problem or solution
scope is typically expanded to a wide range of areas, but only considered briefly and
sometimes without focus, and is sometimes seen as a scattergun approach. There is
usually some further activity in selecting some of these areas for further investigation or
analysis. A possible representation of the problem solution space for brainstorming ap-
proaches is given in Figure 2.

Relationship approaches (Figure 3) are techniques where diagrams are central.
Relationship approaches seem to have defined structures and representational rela-
tionships between component parts. Included in this grouping are network diagrams (for
example, Bicheno 1994) and cognitive mapping (Eden 1992). The problem or solution
scope seems to be limited to that defined by the diagram structures.

Scenario approaches (Figure 4) also have linguistic attributes based around future
scenarios. There may be some brainstorming or similar activity to identify what the
scenarios could be, then there is a deeper investigation of those. In others examples there
are given scenarios to work through. Representation in these approaches can vary from
lists of items to diagrams. The problem or solution scope is selectively widened;
however, the widened areas are examined in depth.

4 REPRESENTING PROBLEM AND SOLUTION
SPACES ADDRESSED BY TECHNIQUES
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Figure 1. Representation of Problem and Solution Spaces

Figure 4. Problem and Solution Spaces
for Scenario group

Figure 2. Problem and Solution Spaces
for Brainstorming Group

Figure 3. Problem and Solution Spaces
for Relationship Group

Figure 5. Problem and Solution Spaces
for Reductionist group
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Figure 6. Problem and Solution Spaces
for Matrix Group

Reductionist approaches (Figure 5) are techniques that share similar linguistic and
terminology attributes, in particular those reducing the problem area into smaller
component parts. They also seem to have similar visual attributes based on well-defined
structures. The problem or solution scope of these techniques may be limited and
directed by the underlying reductionist paradigms (e.g., the solution will materialize by
going through the processes defined by the technique).

Matrix approaches (Figure 6) are techniques that present information in lists,
matrices or tables. There may be some activity involving the identification of items to
include in the lists and activity in identifying attributes of those items. For instance, a list
of requirements may be compared or analyzed against a list of factors or constraints. The
problem or solution scope may be constrained by the items included within the list or
matrix. It will, therefore, be difficult to consider items or issues not on the list.

Conflict approaches (Figure 7) have linguistic and terminology attributes revolving
around conflict and conflict resolution. There is usually some activity to identify and
represent attributes of the conflict from the main stakeholders’ perspective. This would
then be used to develop appropriate resolution strategies. The problem solution scope
is likely to be constrained to the perceived problem vista from each of the main
stakeholders.

The allocation of techniques to particular groups involves a certain amount of
subjectivity, and others may put some techniques in another class. In addition, a
technique may have attributes placing it in more than one group (e.g., a scenario
technique may have brainstorming attributes and a brainstorming technique may have
some relationship attributes). In addition, if a technique can be classed in more than one
grouping, this will give us more information about the technique. Indeed, some tech-
niques may be a collection of other techniques. The grouping portrays a message or
underlying structure about the scoping of a problem and the proposed solution that a
technique considers. The problem and solution space figures provide a vista on the
scoping of techniques. This provides a basis on which to consider wider cognitive and
conceptual blocks. To understand these potential blocks further we will draw on
additional literature, again much of it from psychology.

Perceptual blocks may be embedded in techniques that dictate activities and define
a particular scope. This would be relevant to relationship and matrix approaches on a

Figure 7. Problem and Solution Spaces
for Conflict Group
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visual perspective or language and paradigm perspective for reductionist approaches.
Emotional blocks may be embedded in techniques which limit scope for innovation,
changes to processes and rules, as well as limiting scope for representation. Again,
relationship and reductionist approaches fit here. However, on a wider interpretation of
the emotional blocks covered by Adams (1987) and closer to the internal barriers,
attitudes, habits, and self-imposed attributes discussed by Groth and Peters (1999),
people are likely to prefer some techniques and tasks more than others. Some people
may like the prescriptive support of reductionist techniques, while others may be more
at home with less prescriptive brainstorming activity. Conversely, people will be less at
home with less preferred techniques as well as new, untried techniques. From this
perspective, emotional blocks will be relevant to all of the categories of techniques.
Cultural and environmental blocks may be embedded in techniques that have strong
paradigms and rules, such as reductionist approaches. Intellectual and expressive blocks
may be embedded in techniques where the tools are inappropriate for capturing,
representing, or analyzing system attributes. This could be appropriate to all of the
categories of techniques depending on the task context.

For further understanding of potential blocks to understanding, we need to examine
other works. The following potential cognitive and conceptual blocks are slightly
arbitrarily grouped into three areas: visual representational attributes, language and
discourse attributes, and individual orientation attributes.

We are initially drawn to the framing effect (Tversky and Kahneman 1973, 1974,
1981), which states that different representations of essentially the same situation will
result in different decisions, choices, or understanding. Some of the earliest and most
influential movements of cognitive psychology, that of the Gestalt psychologists (Gillam
1992; Honderich 1995; Wetheimer 1923), contributed to our understanding of the
framing effect.

In Gestalt theory, problem representation rests at the heart of problem
solving—the way you look at the problem can affect the way you solve the
problem....The Gestalt approach to problem solving has fostered numerous
attempts to improve creative problem solving by helping people represent
problems in useful ways (Mayer 1996).

The key element here is that the way in which a problem is represented will affect the
understanding of the problem. The implication for techniques is that the visual,
linguistic, and other representation imposed by a technique will impact understanding
on system requirements. The Gestalt movement in cognitive psychology has a
(comparatively) long history and has had a big impact on the understanding of problem
solving. The movement has spawned various strands of techniques such as lateral
thinking and some other creative techniques. Gillam (1992) gives a more current
examination of Gestalt theorists and works, particularly in the area of perceptual

5 VISUAL REPRESENTATIONAL ATTRIBUTES

5.1 Framing Influences
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grouping, that is, how people understand and group items. Gillam shows that perceptual
coherence (that is, grouping) is not the outcome of a single process (as originally pro-
posed by Gestalt theory) but may be best regarded as a domain of perception (that is, the
grouping process is likely to be more complex, influenced by context and other aspects).

A prescriptive structure is likely to exert influence on problem cognition. For
instance, hierarchy and tree structures are likely to exert some influence on problem
cognition by binding attributes together (for example, on the same part of a tree struc-
ture) and limiting items to the confines of the imposed structure. In cognitive psychology
this is known as category inclusion (Anderson and Bower 1973). “One enduring
principle of rational inference is category inclusion: categories inherit the properties of
their superordinates” (Sloman 1998). The implication is that techniques dictating
hierarchical structures will force a (self-perpetuating) category inclusion bias. The
reverse is also likely to be true: an element in one branch of a hierarchical structure will
automatically have different properties to an element in another branch of the
hierarchical structure. For instance, take a functional breakdown of an organization (such
as that described in Yourdon and Constantine 1979). One might conclude from category
inclusion that a task in an accounting department will always be different to a task in a
personnel department, which clearly may not be the case as both departments will have
some similar tasks, such as ordering the stationary.

However, this category inclusion is not universally the case. As Sloman (1998)
shows us, the process is likely to be more complex. The initial premise surrounding a
situation is likely to be related to the underlying paradigm. Dictating a hierarchical
structure in itself may not result in category inclusion biases. However, coupled with
an underlying closed paradigm, it may more likely result in category inclusion biases.
Along the same theme are proximity influences and biases. The understanding of items
can be influenced by the characteristics of other items represented in close proximity.

Perceptual processing is profoundly influenced by the sequence in which the
information is presented and the relational constructs of information (Mulligan 1999).
The order and number of items in a list will influence how people understand (and
recall) items and how people categorize them. The initial placing of information items,
either in lists or diagrams, will affect understanding of the importance, location and
relationship of those items.

The discourse and language used to describe a problem is likely to play a role in
problem understanding. Adams (1987) discusses various types of languages of thought

5.2 Category Inclusion

5.3 Order Influences

6 LANGUAGE AND DISCOURSE ATTRIBUTES

6.1 Discourse Influences
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used in problem representing and solving. People can view problems using mathematical
symbols and notation, drawings, charts, pictures, and a variety of natural verbal language
constructs such as analogies and scenarios. Further, people switch consciously and
unconsciously between different modes of thought using the different languages of
thought. The information systems development environment is awash with technical
jargon and language constructs. In addition, different application areas have their own
set of jargon and specific language. Individual techniques have their own peculiar
discourse consisting of particular language, jargon, and taken-for-granted constructs, all
of which may exert influence. For instance, the initial discourse used affects
understanding of a problem situation, particularly in resolving ambiguities (Martin et al.
1999) by setting the context with which to consider the situation.

The initial discourse surrounding requirement identification may be providing
leading questions and processes. In addition, cognitive psychology literature indicates
that there will be a different weight attached to normative than to descriptive
representations and results of techniques. The basis for this is the understanding/
acceptance principle, which states that “the deeper the understanding of a normative
principle, the greater the tendency to respond in accordance with it” (Stanovich and
West 1999).

Language aspects highlight another set of possible influences, that of com-
munication between different groups of people (such as between analysts and users).
Differences of perspective between different groups of people in the development
process has been discussed within the IS field under the heading of softer aspects or as
the organizational or people issues (for example, Checkland 1981; Lederer and Nath
1991; Sauer 1993). Identifying differences and inconsistencies can be classed as a useful
task in identifying and dealing with requirements (Gabbay and Hunter 1991). From
cognitive psychology there are also other considerations. Teigen’s (1988) work on the
language of uncertainty shows that there is often more than the literal meaning implied
in the use of a term, such as contextual and relational information or some underlying
other message. The use of language is very complex. The implications are that even if
a technique prescribes unambiguous language and constructs, there may well be
considerable ambiguity when it is used.

6.2 Goal Influences

Goal or aim aspects also profoundly influence problem understanding by providing
direction and focus for knowledge compilation (Anderson 1987). Goals influence the
strategies that people undertake to acquire information and solve problems. Further,
when there is a lack of clear goals, people are likely to take support from a particular
learning strategy, which will typically be prescribed by the technique.

The role of general methods in learning varies with both the specificity of the
problem solver’s goal and the systematicity of the strategies used for testing
hypothesis about rules. In the absence of a specific goal people are more likely
to use a rule-induced learning strategy, whereas provision of a specific goal
fosters use of difference reduction, which tends to be a non-rule-induction
strategy (Vollmeyer et al. 1996).
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The implications are that techniques with clear task goals will impact the focus and form
of information collection (for example, what information is required and where it comes
from, along with what information is not deemed relevant) and how the information is
to be processed. Further, if there are no clear goals, then people are likely to rely more
heavily on the learning method prescribed by the technique.

7 INDIVIDUAL ORIENTATION ATTRIBUTES

7.1 Preference Influences

7.2 Functional Fixedness

Some of the individual orientation attributes are similar to the emotional blocks
identified earlier.

There are also likely to be individual preferences, and corresponding biases, for
some techniques or specific tasks within techniques. As Puccio (1999) suggests, “the
creative problem solving process involves a series of distinct mental operations,” that
is, in collecting information, defining problems, generating ideas, and developing
solutions, people will express different degrees of preference for these various opera-
tions. In the information systems domain, Couger (1995) has noted similar preferences:
“It is not surprising that technical people are predisposed towards the use of analytical
techniques and behaviorally orientated people towards the intuitive techniques.”

In addition, there may be some biases between group and individual tasks, a point
taken up by Poole (1990), who notes that group interaction on such tasks is likely to be
complex with many influences. The theme is also taken up by Kerr et al. (1996), who
investigated whether individual activities are better than group activities (that is, have
less errors or less bias), but their findings are inconclusive.

the relative magnitude of individual and group bias depends upon several
factors, including group size, initial individual judgement, the magnitude of
bias among individuals, the type of bias, and most of all, the group-judgment
process....It is concluded that there can be no simple answer to the question
“which are more biased, individuals or groups?” (Kerr et al. 1996).

To address the potential individual or group biases, many authors suggesting techniques
recommend some consideration of the make-up of the different groups using them (for
example, Bicheno 1994; Couger et al. 1993), although they give limited practical
guidance on doing so.

The Gestalt psychologists also indicate a potentially strong influence on problem
understanding, that of functional fixedness “prior experience can have negative effects
in certain new problem-solving situations...the idea that the reproductive application of
past habits inhibits problem solving” (Mayer 1996). The implication is that habits
learned using previous techniques would bias the application of new techniques. This
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is a particular concern in view of the evolution of techniques over the last few decades,
and implies that new techniques will have embedded biases as will analysts using a new
technique, who will be biased in some way by the habits learned in previously used
techniques.

As the discussion shows, attributes influencing cognition are likely to be complex
and involved. There is much potential for biases based on language, ordering of items,
leading processes and questions, and a variety of other attributes of techniques. In
addition, the earlier discussion on the evolution, use, and adaptation of techniques
indicates that there is likely to be considerable variation in applying a technique.
However, we can collate the identified potential cognitive blocks and apply them to the
different groups of techniques. This provides a picture of likely biases and cognitive and
conceptual blocks for each group. For instance, reductionist techniques are likely to
dictate many aspects of the development environment including the processes,
representation, and even underlying paradigm. Consequently, such techniques are likely
to exert cognitive and conceptual blocks in representation, language, and culture or
environment. In addition, the lack of flexibility may also increase emotional block.
These potential blocks are summarized for each grouping in Table 2.

In the appendix, we categorize around 70 techniques into the six types listed in
Table 2. It is suggested that developers might ensure that they use techniques from
different categories, even for a similar task, to reduce the risk of cognitive and
conceptual biases due to framing and scoping influences. In addition, there are likely
to be further influences, such as individual biases toward different types of techniques
(or tasks within them), negative versus positive framing, and a range of perceptual
blocks. It is interesting to note that reductionist approaches, with prescriptive processes
and paradigms, seem to have the highest potential for introducing cognitive blocks and
biases, particularly limiting scope within the mindset of the paradigm. The matrix and
relationship approaches seem have high potential to limit scope by the lists and diagrams
used. The brainstorming and lateral thinking approaches seemed to have the least
potential for introducing biases; however, they also provided the least amount of support
in collating and representing system attributes. It is interesting to note that the largest
groups of techniques in the appendix are the reductionist, relationship, and matrix
approaches, which seems to indicate that biases and cognitive blocking is firmly
embedded in the analyst tool box.

8 APPLICATION

9 CONCLUSION

Regarding implications for research, there is clearly a need to investigate the
phenomenon of blocks and biases in further understanding. Potential fruitful areas could
be in mixing techniques to reduce bias and examining biases in practice.

In addition it is interesting to note that there are parallels between research methods
and techniques and development techniques: Research methods and techniques also pro-
vide researchers with guidance and support to do their research by directing tasks, dicta-
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ting what information to collect, how to collate and analyze it, and how to represent it.
These are likely to have a similar set of biases to the development techniques covered
in this paper. There has been a predominance of quantitative objective research ap-
proaches just as there is a predominance of objective type development techniques. Our
research suggests that just as the objective techniques provide the greatest scope for cog-
nitive and conceptual biases and blinkering, so too do the objective research approaches.

For individual research projects, several questions are raised on what biases are
introduced when using particular research techniques. Does a particular research
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technique blinker the researcher’s perception of the phenomenon being investigated, and
if so how? Should the selection of research techniques also include consideration of
reducing possible biases in understanding the phenomenon being investigated? For
example, in this research, development techniques were initially categorizing under a
natural approach indicated by Waddington (1977), however, a different approach to
classifying techniques may have highlightedother technique attributes and consequently
other possible types of bias.

This paper has contended that techniques influence problem understanding during
information systems development. The influences can be considered under certain
representational attributes. The psychology literature indicates how these attributes are
likely to affect problem understanding. These biases become more prominent when one
considers that the results of a technique (that is, diagrams, tables, etc.) may be used by
different groups of people than the group that produced them (for example, analysts may
produce some charts and tables which will be used by designers) and this is likely to
perpetuate such biases throughout the development process.

Techniques have evolved with best practice being developed to address the needs
of the business and development environment. However, this paper has shown that tech-
niques are not neutral. They have the potential to introduce bias and cognitive and con-
ceptual blocks, blinkering the analyst’s and developer’s view of system requirements and
attributes. These non-neutral attributes of techniques have also evolved along with the
best practice elements.

One of the results of this study is that there is a predominance of techniques with
prescriptive representational structures (i.e., matrix approaches and relationship
approaches) and/or prescriptive reductionist paradigms, supporting the findings of
Adams and Avison (2003), who found a predominance of techniques in the closed
objective paradigm. The objective techniques seem to have the biggest potential for
reducing problem and solution scope and introducing bias.

There are implications for research, both in topic areas requiring further investi-
gation and in possible biases inherent in research techniques. This is of concern given
the predominance of quantitative objective research approaches, just as there is a pre-
dominance of objective type development techniques, which seem to offer the greatest
scope for cognitive and conceptual biases.
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Appendix

(1) Brainstorming approaches
Affinity diagram
Association/images technique
Brainstorming

Brainwriting—shared enhancements variation

Bug List
Delphi
Fagan Reviews
Five Ws and the H
Force field analysis
Lateral thinking techniques
Nominal group technique (NGT)
SIL—suggested integration of problem ele-

ments
Wildest idea

Bicheno (1994)
Couger, Higgins, and McIntyre (1993)
Clark (1958), De Bono (1977), Waddington
(1977)
Couger, Higgins, and McIntyre (1993),

Geschka(1996)
Couger, Higgins, and McIntyre (1993)
Carley (1980), Waddington (1977)
Fagan (1976)
Couger, Higgins, and McIntyre (1993)
Couger, Higgins, and McIntyre (1993)
De Bono (1969, 1970, 1977)
Couger, Higgins, and McIntyre (1993)
Couger, Higgins, and McIntyre (1993)

Couger, Higgins, and McIntyre (1993)
(2) Relationship approaches
Analytic hierarchy process
Boundary examination
Cognitive mapping
Critical path analysis (CPA), method (CPM)
Decision trees
Fault tree analysis
Influence diagrams, interrelationship dia-

grams
McKinsey 7 S Framework
Network techniques
Planning assistance through technical evalua-

tion of relevance numbers (PATTERN)
Precedence diagramming method (PDM)

network
Program evaluation and review technique

(PERT)
Reliability networks
Strategic choice

Strategic options development and analysis
(SODA)

Tree analysis
Value chain analysis

Gajpal, Ganesh, and Rajendran (1994)
Couger, Higgins, and McIntyre (1993)
Eden (1992)
Jantsch (1967)
Avison and Fitzgerald (2003)
Andrew and Moss (1993), Vesely (1970)
Bicheno (1994)

Obolensky(1995)
Jantsch (1967)
Jantsch (1967)

Obolensky (1995)

Jantsch (1967)

Andrew and Moss (1993)
Friend and Hickling (1997), Rosenhead

(1992)
Eden (1992)

Andrew and Moss (1993)
Obolensky (1995)

(3) Scenario approaches
Future analysis
Robustness analysis

Scenario planning/writing/analysis

Land (1982)
Rosenhead (1992), Rosenhead and Mingers

(2001)
Carley (1980)
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(4) Reductionist approaches
Common cause failures (CCFs)
Hazard and operability studies (HAZOP)
Hazards analysis and critical control points

(HACCP)
Maintainability analysis
Morphological approaches

Preliminary hazard analysis
Risk assessment/engineering/management

Synergistic contingency evaluation and review
technique (SCERT)

Systems failure method (SFM)

Andrew and Moss (1993)
Andrew and Moss (1993)
Camden (1987)

Andrew and Moss (1993)
Couger, Higgins, and McIntyre (1993),

Geschka (1996), Jantsch (1967),
Andrews and Moss (1993)
Andrew and Moss (1993), Beard (1969),

Chapman (1984, 1990), Grey (1995)
Chapman (1984)

Fortune and Peters (1995)
(5) Matrix approaches
Attribute association
Bug list
Critical success factors (CSF)
Cross-impact matrices
Decision matrices
Decomposable matrices
Dimensional analysis
External dependencies
Failure Modes and Effect Analysis (FMEA)

Five “Cs” and “Ps”
Five whys
Force field analysis
Johari window of knowledge
Markov chains, Markov analysis
Matrix techniques, matrix analysis

Opposition-support map
Options matrix
Rapid ranking
Requirements, needs and priorities (RNP)
Shareholder value analysis (SVA)
Stakeholder analysis
SWAT analysis (strengths, weaknesses, oppor-

tunities and threats)
Value chain analysis
Value engineering/management

Couger, Higgins, and McIntyre (1993)
Couger, Higgins, and McIntyre (1993)
Flynn (1992), Pinto and Slevin (1987)
Waddington (1977)
Jantsch (1967)
Couger, Higgins, and Mclntyre (1993)
Couger, Higgins, and Mclntyre (1993)
Oblensky (1995)
Andrew and Moss (1993), Bicheno (1994),

Fortune and Peters (1995)
Obolensky (1995)
Bicheno (1994)
Couger, Higgins, and McIntyre (1993)
Obolensky (1995)
Andrew and Moss (1993)
Bicheno (1994), Geschka (1996), Jantsch

(1967)
Obolensky (1995)
Obolensky (1995)
Andrew and Moss (1993)
Batiste and Jung (1984)
Obolensky (1995)
Obolensky (1995)
Obolensky (1995)

Obolensky (1995)
Obolensky (1995)

(6) Conflict approaches
Gaming, game theory
Hypergames
Metagames
RBO - rational bargaining overlaps
Simulation
Systems failure method (SFM)

Jantsch (1967)
Bennet, Cropper, and Huxham (1992)
Howard (1992)
Obolensky (1995)
Andrew and Moss (1993), Carley (1980)
Fortune and Peters (1995)


